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1. Introduction

The setSupport option of the dljslib supplies basic support for math fill-in
questions that require a set, or a comma delimited answer, of numbers or
symbols. Currently, you cannot mix numbers with symbols. The answers
can be listed in any order.

Numerical sets or comma delimited numerical list is useful for the stu-
dent to describe the solution set of an equation, or to list the solutions of
an equation. The evaluation of the student’s answer obviously keys off of
the document author’s answers. For repeated roots, for example, the doc-
ument author should make it clear whether to list the repeated roots such
as {1, 1, 1, 2, 3} or to just list the roots without multiplicities, {1, 2, 3}; in
the latter case, additional questions can be asked about the multiplicities
of each root.

A simple algorithm is implemented to support comma delimited lists of
symbols or sets of symbols. The symbols must be a primitive type: a, b, A,
B, . . . , x, etc. No multiple character symbols, such as AA or XY. Subscripts
are obviously not supported.

2. ProcRespSetNum and ProcRespSetSym

In this section we look at two new JavaScript function that process set and
comma delimited answers. These are available from the dljslib with the
setSupport option.
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2.1. Using ProcRespSetNum

The JavaScript function ProcRespSetNum replaces ProcResp, the default
function that processes a math fill-in question. This function can process
comma delimited lists of numerical values.

List the elements (comma-delimited) of the solution set, S, to each
of the equations below. Do not list repeated roots to the equation.

1. (2pts) (x + 1)2(x + 3) = 0, S =

In the problem that follows, solve for x. If there are repeated roots, list
each of the repeated roots separately.

2. (2pts) (x + 1)(2x − 1)(x − 2)3 = 0, x =

Answer the following set-theoretic question.

3. (2pts) If A = { 1, 2, 3, 4 } and B = { 3, 4, 5, 6 } then

A ∩ B =

Answers:
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� Notes:
1. We process this type of question with ProcRespSetNum.

2. There is a new command that can go in the optional parameter list of
\RespBoxMath. This command is used to formatting the answer. In
questions 1 and 3 above, you can see \AddAAFormat{\formatAsSet},
there \formatAsSet is defined in the preamble. Note: All exerquiz
quiz commands are protected against overwriting all the carefully
written JavaScript, so, to add formatting script, you need to use the
\AddAAFormat, as illustrated above and below.

3. The basic idea for evaluating this type of problem is to sort the au-
thor’s and user’s answers from least to greatest, then comparing the
corresponding answers. If all comparisons are within the prescribed
tolerance, the user’s answer is judged correct.
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2.2. Using ProcRespSetSym

The JavaScript function ProcRespSetSym replaces ProcResp, the default
function that processes a math fill-in question. This function can process
comma delimited lists of symbolic values.

Answer each of the set-theoretic questions. In the problems that
follow, A = { a, b, c, d }, B = { c, d, e, f }, and U = { a, b, c, d, e, f, g } is the
universal set. Also, the complement of a set S is denoted by S̄.

1. (2pts) A ∩ B =

2. (2pts) Ā =

3. (2pts) A ∩ B̄ =

Answers:
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� Notes:
1. We process this type of question with ProcRespSetSym.

2. The universal set should be passed to ProcRespSetSym as the list of
variables. Each of the symbols is assigned an integer value, the an-
swers provided by both the document author and the user are sorted
from least to greatest after the symbols are replaced by their numeri-
cal assignments. The corresponding answers of the document author
and the user are then compared.

3. It is possible to write a JavaScript function that will process a general
comma delimited list such as x2, 3x3, sin(x). Such a function will be
writting and published at a later time.

3. Using ProcRespSetFormula

This function processes a comma-delimited list of formulas (algebraic ex-
pressions that evaluate to a number). The order of the items in the list is
irrelevant.

Quiz Given the list of functions:

sin(x), cos(x), x2, x sin(x), x cos(x), x3, x3 + x + 1

Which of these are odd functions?
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4. Using ProcRespListFormula

Similar to ProcVec, this function processes a comma-delimited list of alge-
bra expressions. The order the items are listed is significant.

Quiz Let �f(t) = (et, t2, sin(t)). Calculate each of the following.

1. �f ′(t) =

2.
∫

�f(t) dt =
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\section{Introduction}

The \texttt{setSupport} option of the \textsf{dljslib} supplies
basic support for math fill-in questions that require a set, or a
comma delimited answer, of numbers or symbols. Currently, you
cannot mix numbers with symbols. The answers can be listed in any order.

Numerical sets or comma delimited numerical list is useful for the
student to describe the solution set of an equation, or to list
the solutions of an equation. The evaluation of the student's
answer obviously keys off of the document author's answers. For
repeated roots, for example, the document author should make it
clear whether to list the repeated roots such as $\{1,1,1,2,3\}$
or to just list the roots without multiplicities, $\{1,2,3\}$; in
the latter case, additional questions can be asked about the
multiplicities of each root.

A simple algorithm is implemented to support comma delimited lists
of symbols or sets of symbols. The symbols must be a primitive
type: \texttt{a}, \texttt{b}, \texttt{A}, \texttt{B}, \dots,
\texttt{x}, etc. No multiple character symbols, such as
\texttt{AA} or \texttt{XY}. Subscripts are obviously not
supported.


\section{\texttt{ProcRespSetNum} and \texttt{ProcRespSetSym}}

In this section we look at two new JavaScript function that process
set and comma delimited answers.  These are available from the \textsf{dljslib}
with the \texttt{setSupport} option.

\subsection{Using \texttt{ProcRespSetNum}}

The JavaScript function \texttt{ProcRespSetNum} replaces \texttt{ProcResp}, the default
function that processes a math fill-in question. This function can process comma delimited
lists of numerical values.

\begin{quiz}*{setQuiz1} List the elements (comma-delimited) of the solution set, $S$,
to each of the equations below. Do \emph{not} list repeated roots
to the equation.

\begin{questions}

%\item\PTs{2} $x^2 - 3x + 2 = 0$, $S = \RespBoxMath[\AddAAFormat{\formatAsSet}
%    \rectW{.75in}\textSize{0}]{1,2}{1}{.0001}{[0,1]}*{ProcRespSetNum}\CorrAnsButton{{ 1, 2 }}$

\item\PTs{2} $(x+1)^2 (x+3) = 0$, $S = \RespBoxMath[\AddAAFormat{\formatAsSet}
    \rectW{.75in}\textSize{0}]{-1,-3}{1}{.0001}{[0,1]}*{ProcRespSetNum}\CorrAnsButton{{ -1, -3 }}$

\begin{eqComments}
In the problem that follows, solve for $x$. If there are repeated roots, list each of the
repeated roots separately.
\end{eqComments}

\item\PTs{2} $(x+1)(2x-1)(x-2)^3 = 0$, $x = \RespBoxMath[%
    \rectW{.75in}\textSize{0}]{-1, 1/2, 2, 2, 2}{1}{.0001}{[0,1]}*{ProcRespSetNum}\CorrAnsButton{ -1, 1/2, 2, 2, 2 }$

\begin{eqComments}
Answer the following set-theoretic question.
\end{eqComments}
\item\PTs{2} If $ A = \{\, 1, 2, 3, 4 \,\} $ and $ B = \{\, 3, 4, 5, 6 \,\} $ then\\[1ex]
$A \cap B = \RespBoxMath[\AddAAFormat{\formatAsSet}
    \rectW{.75in}\textSize{0}]{3,4}{1}{.0001}{[0,1]}*{ProcRespSetNum}\CorrAnsButton{{3, 4}}$

\end{questions}

\bigskip

\end{quiz}\quad\PointsField\currQuiz\eqButton\currQuiz

\ifeqforpaper\medskip\else\vfill\fi

\noindent Answers: \AnswerField\currQuiz\hfill

\NewPage

\redpoint \textbf{Notes}:
\begin{enumerate}
\item We process this type of question with \texttt{ProcRespSetNum}.

\item There is a new command that can go
in the optional parameter list of \cs{RespBoxMath}. This command
is used to formatting the answer. In questions 1 and 3 above, you
can see \verb+\AddAAFormat{\formatAsSet}+, there \cs{formatAsSet}
is defined in the preamble. Note: All \textsf{exerquiz} quiz
commands are protected against overwriting all the carefully
written JavaScript, so, to add formatting script, you need to use
the \cs{AddAAFormat}, as illustrated above and below.

\item The basic idea for evaluating this type of problem is to
sort the author's and user's answers from least to greatest, then
comparing the corresponding answers. If all comparisons are within
the prescribed tolerance, the user's answer is judged correct.

\end{enumerate}

\NewPage

\subsection{Using \texttt{ProcRespSetSym}}

The JavaScript function \texttt{ProcRespSetSym} replaces \texttt{ProcResp}, the default
function that processes a math fill-in question. This function can process comma delimited
lists of symbolic values.

\begin{quiz}*{setQuiz2}
Answer each of the set-theoretic questions.
In the problems that follow, $ A = \{\, a, b, c, d \,\} $, $ B =
\{\, c, d, e, f \,\} $, and $ U = \{\,a,b,c,d,e,f,g\,\}$ is the
universal set. Also, the complement of a set $S$ is denoted by
$\bar{S}$.

\begin{questions}

% put the universal set into a macro for convenience.
\def\U{a,b,c,d,e,f,g}

\item\PTs{2} $A \cap B = \RespBoxMath[\AddAAFormat{\formatAsSet}
    \rectW{.75in}\textSize{0}]{c,d}(\U){1}{.0001}{[0,1]}*{ProcRespSetSym}\CorrAnsButton{{ c, d }}$

\item\PTs{2} $\bar{A} = \RespBoxMath[\AddAAFormat{\formatAsSet}
    \rectW{.75in}\textSize{0}]{e,f,g}(\U){1}{.0001}{[0,1]}*{ProcRespSetSym}\CorrAnsButton{{ e,f,g }}$

\item\PTs{2} $A \cap  \bar{B}= \RespBoxMath[\AddAAFormat{\formatAsSet}
    \rectW{.75in}\textSize{0}]{a,b}(\U){1}{.0001}{[0,1]}*{ProcRespSetSym}\CorrAnsButton{{ a, b }}$

\end{questions}

\bigskip

\end{quiz}\quad\PointsField\currQuiz\eqButton\currQuiz

\ifeqforpaper\medskip\else\vfill\fi

\noindent Answers: \AnswerField\currQuiz\hfill


\NewPage

\redpoint \textbf{Notes}:
\begin{enumerate}
\item We process this type of question with
\texttt{ProcRespSetSym}.

\item The universal set should be passed to {ProcRespSetSym} as
the list of variables. Each of the symbols is assigned an integer
value, the answers provided by both the document author and the
user are sorted from least to greatest after the symbols are
replaced by their numerical assignments. The corresponding answers of the
document author and the user are then compared.

\item It is possible to write a JavaScript function that will process a general
comma delimited list such as $ x^2, 3x^3, \sin(x) $. Such a function will be writting
and published at a later time.

\end{enumerate}


\section{Using \texttt{ProcRespSetFormula}}

This function processes a comma-delimited list of formulas (algebraic
expressions that evaluate to a number). The order of the items in the list
is irrelevant.

\begin{shortquiz}[setFormSQ]
Given the list of functions:
\[
    \sin(x), \cos(x), x^2, x\sin(x), x\cos(x), x^3, x^3 + x + 1
\]
Which of these are \emph{odd functions}?
\RespBoxMath{sin(x),x^3,xcos(x)}{3}{.0001}{[1,2]}*{ProcRespSetFormula}\hfill
\CorrAnsButton{sin(x),x^3,x cos(x)}
\end{shortquiz}\noindent\sqClearButton

\section{Using \texttt{ProcRespListFormula}}

Similar to \texttt{ProcVec}, this function processes a comma-delimited list of algebra expressions.
The order the items are listed is significant.

\begin{shortquiz}[vectorSQ]
\noindent Let $\vec f(t) = ( e^t, t^2, \sin(t) )$. Calculate each of the following.

\begin{questions}


\item $\vec f'(t) = \RespBoxMath[\AddAAFormat{\formatAsVector}]{e^t, 2*t, cos(t)}(t){3}{.0001}{[0,1]}*{ProcRespListFormula}$
\hfill\CorrAnsButton{e^t, 2*t, cos(t)}\kern1bp\sqTallyBox

\item $\displaystyle\int \vec f(t)\,dt =
\RespBoxMath[\AddAAFormat{\formatAsVector}]{e^t, t^3/3, -cos(t)}(t)[diffvec]{3}{.0001}{[0,1]}[indefCompare]*{ProcRespListFormula}$
\hfill\CorrAnsButton{e^t, t^3/3, -cos(t)}\kern1bp\sqTallyBox
\end{questions}
\end{shortquiz}
\begin{flushright}
\sqClearButton\kern1bp\sqTallyTotal
\end{flushright}


\end{document}
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